
Yesoul indoor cycling bike Professional 
V1, BT 5.0, Magnetic resistance, 

Ultraquiet, Armrest, Screen holder, Black

DESCRIPTION

The latest generation of exercise bikes comes to your home. The Xiaomi Yesoul 

Professional V1 semi-professional indoor exercise bike comes to the fitness world 

and your home to turn everything upside down.

Award-winning design

The Xiaomi Yesoul Professional V1 exercise bike and its design are incredible. Its 

sober yet modern lines and style have won the German Red Dot Design Award 

2017 and the China Good Design Gold Award 2017.

Magnetic resistance

This bike ditches the brake pad system and introduces a revolutionary magnetic 

resistor system. Never before has your home had the performance and quality of 

a gym.

Ultra-quiet

Its complex belt drive system not only greatly enhances the user experience, but 

also makes this exercise bike an extremely quiet option.

Armrest and screen holder

The Xiaomi Yesoul Professional V1 incorporates different armrests so you can 

position yourself in the most comfortable way depending on the activity you are 

doing. Adapt the position depending on whether you are pedaling downhill, uphill, 

standing or sitting.

Own App

Synchronize your training data and enjoy exclusive content with the Yesoul App. 

Choose from a huge variety of training sessions and keep track of all of them in 

order to achieve your goals. In addition, you will be able to monitor all the data 

generated during your workouts, such as heart rate and calories burned.

Suitable for professional cyclists

The hybrid-model pedal incorporated in the indoor Yesoul V1 bike will 

revolutionize your cycling sessions. Get ready to boast your riding experience 

thanks to the integration of automatic pedals, which will provide you with the 

highest efficiency and comfort when pedaling. In addition, you will benefit from a 

greater stability and a "round" pedaling that will increase your performance and 

reduce the risk of injury. This innovative hybrid pedal also includes adaptable toe-

clips to ensure an optimal fixation. Enjoy from excellent control and the highest 

power transfer on every ride. Now you can achieve your goals without leaving 

home!
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

Weight 45 kg
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Dimensions 145 x 53 x 130 cm

Color Black

Connectivity Bluetooth 5.0 compatible

Compatibility Android and iOS devices

APP Yesoul Fitness

Shape Ergonomic

Resistance Magnetic

Noise Silent

Holder Yes

STRENGTHS
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REF. ORBSINV1 EAN: 6971300260842 Recommended retail price: €699.00
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